
Data Visualization

When you imagine data, what do you see?



For, as Sherlock Holmes once said, “What is data? How do you define 'data'? If you're talking about what you can feel, what you can smell, what you can 
taste and see, then 'data' is simply electrical signals interpreted by your brain.”



Obviously that was incorrect. At least, that was incorrectly attributed, and was paraphrased incorrectly. You knew this (probably) because you had other 
sources of data to draw on.  
In themselves, the words could not be said to be incorrect. They are fairly appropriate, apt, could even make you think.  
And let no one leave here and say that I discourage people from thinking - data without thought is pretty much useless. 
But data without context is fairly useless too — data  that stands independently, with nothing to compare it to or draw comparisons from is (although not 
useless) not useful.



But with the right context, the correct visualisation shall we say, you don’t even see the individual points of data any more. You just see cause, and effect, 
and potentially dubious correlation. 
Just because the data seems to indicate something strongly doesn’t necessarily mean that there’s anything there, let’s not forget that.  
!
I mean, yes, you could look at the data and say “Look how dramatically these match up - no smoke without fire, right?”…
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Look’t that - sounds fascinating, doesn’t it? 



it’s not 

data 
we want

Let’s be clear here - we do want data. Data is very important. It’s hard to do stuff without data. The thing is, we don’t just want data.



we want 
information

And what is the difference? What can we do with information that we cannot do with data?



We can reliably draw inferences from information - we can observe it. We can visualize it. For our purposes, I’ve chosen a fairly recent piece of data.



As you’ll all recall, we had a national thumb painting and selfie day recently. As everyone knows, IEC stands for “Intranational Thumb-painting 
Committee”, but they’re rubbish at spelling. 
Although the actual thumb painting jobs varied in quality (and on the whole weren’t that great), it turns out that while we were doing that, the IEC were 
gathering bits and pieces of data about the country’s preferences.  
*click* 
Sneaky.



2014 170390598 bytes

2009 125230253 bytes

2004 80717985 bytes

1999 49674010 bytes

1994 205430 bytes 

Year File Size

Handily, they make this information available to the public on their website in some detail (which is growing every year). Here’s some precise data on it.



2014 170.4 mb

2009 125.2 mb

2004 80.7 mb

1999 49.7 mb

1994 209 kb

Year File Size

Here’s some less precise data which is somehow more useful. Isn’t that interesting? In fact, the previous precise data was data that I’d cleaned up slightly 
and substituted in modern names for parties. Which just goes to show that you can’t do anything with your data if you can’t trust your source. 



?
Great, we’ve got all of this information at hand. Now what do we do with it? How do we take this fairly large amount of information and distill it down in 
such a way that it becomes for us to isolate trends and glean meaning?



Word clouds! Possibly one of the most recognised forms of data visualisation, which must mean that they’re good, right?



<insert wordy demo here />



Well, not everyone likes them. Or even tolerates them. As the person who put this one together stated,



Every time I see a  
word cloud 

presented as insight, I  

die a little inside.
“

- Jacob Harris, The New York Times

Gah. Now what? What now, dad? What’re we going to do? This is a catastrophe - word clouds are obviously the way to go - I mean they’re clouds, and 
they’re full of words, and they’re colourful…  
but this guy’s going to off himself, no one’s looking happy, the visualisations are looking rubbish, we’re all sick of seeing acronyms…



I mean, we’re here, poised on the peak of human evolution, technologically (as far as we can tell) the most evolved that human evolution has ever been 
and what - we’re wasting it on word clouds? No one can tell what’s going on there, there’s no context, there’s not even any data. Let’s get back to the 
data.



D3 was covered last year, but it turns out that due to its convenience it’s still the most popular visualisation tool. D3 allows you to bind arbitrary data to a 
Document Object Model (DOM), and then apply data-driven transformations to the document. For example, you can use D3 to generate an HTML table 
from an array of numbers. Or, use the same data to create an interactive SVG bar chart with smooth transitions and interaction. 
Now, no one’s saying it’s easy. In fact, they’ve taken to encoding their value for pi using the actual pi symbol which requires the server’s encoding to be set 
up correctly. 
It’s a very generic solution, and as things become more generic they tend towards complexity. Until they can do everything because they’re just a Turing 
machine.  
Let’s have a look at a couple of examples.



<insert data demo here />





I mean, what are elections about if not flocking together?


